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ARE YOU READY TO TAKE UP THE CHALLENGE?

Salesian Youth in Cambodia!
As we find ourselves now well and
truly in the latter half of 2017, we
are able to look back on the last
few months with an
overwhelming sense of happiness
and gratitude. The after-effects
of an incredible Immersion
experience in Cambodia are still
being felt in and around the
Cagliero office!

While in Cambodia on Immersion,
I was able to catch up with Madge
and Julia who continue to thrive
in Phnom Penh. I was also able to
spend some quality time with
Sam and her gorgeous
kindergarten class, right before
she returned home in late July.

In this edition you are treated to a
wonderful reflection by Br Tristan
O’Brien, and many pertinent
images that capture the spirit and
essence of our very special two
weeks in the Kingdom of Wonder.

Our most recently departed
volunteers, Jeffery, Dean and
Miranda, are also doing well as
they settle into their new
communities in Cambodia and
Zambia. Keep them in your
prayers as they grow and adjust
in their new communities.

Our long-term volunteers
continue to make us proud in
Cambodia, Samoa and Zambia.
Matt and Steph in Samoa have
just started the new teaching
term at Don Bosco, Alafua and
Divine Mercy Primary School,
Malololelei.

Perhaps the most special piece of
Cagliero news to report from
recent months is the arrival of
baby Gabriella! The Cagliero
Project is so excited to
congratulate Lauren and Peter
Hichaaba on the arrival of their
happy and healthy baby girl.

As always, a massive thank you
goes out to you; our past, present
and future volunteers, our
supporters, collaborators and
donors, who enable us to
continue to work with young
people overseas in the spirit and
way of Don Bosco.
Take care, Romina xo

Follow us on Social Media!
Follow us on Twitter
@CaglieroProject
Facebook: The Cagliero Project
www.cagliero.org.au
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Cambodia
Immersion 2017
By Br Tristan O’Brien SDB

The Cagliero Project’s Cambodia
Immersion began many months
ago with our formation weekend,
and on a hot and humid July 1st
morning we were greeted at the
Phnom Penh airport by Fr Charles
and a number of Salesian students.
We found ourselves warmly
welcomed to Cambodia, the
Kingdom of Wonders. These initial
moments were a mixture of
wonder and contrast as we began
to engage with our new surrounds.
Led by Romina Martiniello and Br
Tristan O’Brien, with Fr Bernie
Graham joining to provide Salesian
accompaniment and to experience
Cambodia first-hand, the
Immersion offered an opportunity
to engage with every aspect of
life at Don Bosco Technical
School (DBTS). Our
Immersionists came from
Salesian works in Hobart,
Sydney and Melbourne and
included Kellee and Michael
(teachers), Jack, Eamon,
Jarrod, Ethan, Christina and
Chelsea (students), and
Michelle, Laura, Clare and
Dom (camp leaders).
The evening of our arrival was
marked by a celebration and
welcome from the whole
community ending with an
evening dance party. Our first
full day was spent at the
Oratory with the local
children, participating in their
lessons, games and free time.
This first weekend allowed

our Immersionists a chance to
prepare themselves before a busy
schedule in the week ahead.

drains and make concrete
coverings – truly challenging and
rewarding work!

Both Monday and Tuesday were
spent working on a drainage
construction project to provide
safe drains around the school’s
main soccer field. The
Immersionists joined students and
teachers from DBTS to clear the

During this time in Phnom Penh
the Immersionists were offered a
deeper cultural experience. A
pivotal moment in many of their
journeys was living with their host
families. From Monday to
Wednesday nights all Immersionist
were given a unique opportunity to
live with DBTS teachers’ families
and these nights culminated in a
celebratory night boat cruise along
the Mekong river. One
Immersionist reflected that:

“I don’t know any other
way you could get a
better idea of how the
Cambodian people live
day to day, I got an
understanding of their
daily routine, how they
eat, how they sleep and
live, how they interact
with family and the
community, it was very
eye opening and I am
very grateful for it.”
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Complementing the homestay
experience were two days
exploring Phnom Penh. One day
was dedicated to visiting Choeung
Ek Genocide Centre (Killing Fields)
and Tuol Sleng (Prison). This day
was a real encounter with the scars
of the Khmer Rouge still affecting
Cambodia today and, despite its
confronting nature, it offered a
valuable insight into the history of
the joyful and hopeful people we
knew at DBTS. The second day was
an exploration of the brighter
sights of Phnom Penh; its bustling
markets, relaxed riverside scene
and historical sites – coupled with
delicious cultural eating!
These days of exploration and
relaxation preceded 4 days of
committed Salesian work. As a
centrepiece to the Immersion, we
provided a formation weekend or
Salesian Youth Animators from all
across Cambodia. Our Immersion
group facilitated workshops,
games, reflections and prayers all
imbued with the Salesian spirit. By
the Sunday evening we had formed
close bonds with our new Salesian
friends, and a feeling of receiving
as well as giving pervaded our
group.
The following Monday these
animation skills were put to the
test! Our Immersionists and the
SYC Animators ran a day of
activities for DBTS, animating over
400 students! During the morning,
our Immersionists displayed their
talents in sport, craft, music,
games and drama, however, by the
afternoon the SYC Animators were
running the show. This was a
testament to their abilities and
willingness to challenge
themselves, and a credit to our
Immersionists for their ability to
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model the Salesian spirit
in action. The day
culminated in a basketball
match between the
Immersion group and
DBTS. Despite giving our
opponents a 13-point lead
by halftime, we closed the
game to lose 42-38 in a
thoroughly enjoyable
display of skill and joy.
We ended our days in
Phnom Penh with another
evening of festivities and dancing
with the students and the
community. Flying to Siem Reap
we began the final 4 days of the
Immersion where the Immersion
group had an opportunity to relax
after the fast-paced days in Phnom
Penh. We were able to explore the
break-taking scenes of Angkor Wat
and experience the tourist side of
Cambodia with its restaurants,
markets and spectacular scenery
and artistry. These final days flew
quickly, however each
Immersionist had a chance to stop
and reflect on how their time in
Cambodia had impacted them – a
gift, truly!

So as this reflection on the
Immersion closes I will borrow
some significant words which
characterised not only how the
Immersion may be summarised,
rather, how those who participated
may be recombined into our
Immersion family once more:
We were a group of honest, brave,
enthusiastic and truly present
people.
We accepted our challenges with
openness, joy, energy and
dedication.
We engaged Cambodia with
insight, perseverance,
perceptiveness and generosity.
We offered our love and service
with and for the young of
Cambodia.
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Saying Goodbye
By Romina Martiniello

Closing one book and opening
another can be a challenging task
at the best of times, let alone for
those of us who sit on the more
sentimental or emotional side of
the human spectrum.
With all the satisfaction and sense
of completion that comes with
finishing an enthralling novel,
there also comes a deep sadness
at the realisation that a very good
thing is now over. Of course, you
can go back and read it again, but
it’ll never be quite like the first
time. In most cases, our shelves
are full of other books that are
waiting patiently for our full
attention.
One by one, the books we read
educate us, entertain us and help
shape us into the people we are
today.
A Cagliero experience, with all its
challenges and highlights, is a
difficult one to summarise.
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It is impossible to sum up in a few
words, which is ironically what
most people ask of you upon
returning home.
While our volunteers are always
aware that there is an end date in
sight, the reality of going home
after 6-12 months is almost
impossible to fully prepare
oneself for.
At the end of July this year,
Samantha Blackwell said
goodbye to her new Cambodian
friends, family and students to
return home after six wonderful
months in Cambodia. Being our
most recently returned volunteer,
no doubt she is experiencing
many of the feelings I have
spoken about, and a few unique
ones of her own.

And they’re off!
By Romina Martiniello

The months of June and July are
always busy for the Cagliero
Project, and this year was no
exception!
Jeffery and Dean arrived in
Cambodia in late June and are
settling into their new community
in Phnom Penh well. A few weeks
ago, on the 20th of July, Miranda
set off to Zambia and has since
joined the Salesian Sisters at the
City of Joy where she is living and
working with girls at risk.

We thank Sam for the incredible
work she has done for our
program and for the young
people she worked so closely with
at the Don Bosco Kinder in
Phnom Penh.

We especially thank her
for her loving and caring
presence which she
extended to every
member of the
community in Phnom
Penh. We wish you all
the very best Sam and
we can’t wait to see
what adventures will
feature in the next
exciting book of your
life!

We now have 7 volunteers in the
field across Cambodia, Samoa
and Zambia. We look forward to
future updates and reflections
from these amazing individuals
and wish them every blessing as
they work for the young in a spirit
of peace, love and hope.
For those considering a Cagliero
placement next year, applications
close on October 15th.
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Cagliero news…
WELCOME TO THE WORLD, GABRIELLA HICHAABA!
The Cagliero Project extends a very warm welcome to Gabriella
Regina Hichaaba, born at 11.31pm on June 10th 2017.
Gabby is doing well and settling into life in the Hichaaba
household very nicely. She is being showered with cuddles and
kisses from her two very affectionate siblings and her wonderful
parents, Lauren and Peter.
Wishing the entire Hichaaba family all the best at this very
exciting, albeit exhausting, time!

CAGLIERO APPLICATIONS:
For those considering Cagliero in 2018, we will
be accepting applications until October 15th,
for a January 2018 departure. We are getting
more and more interest in the program so the
earlier you can apply, the better!

PAST VOLUNTEERS:
Madi Smith (2016) has recently started
recording some of her own music, most of
which was written during her time volunteering
at Don Bosco Technical School in Cambodia.
We are so proud of Madi and cannot wait to see
what’s next! You can find Madi’s music on the
Triple J Unearthed website, or here:
www.facebook.com/eddasreymusic

Travis Bell (2015) was a finalist, for the 2nd year
running, in the Australian Contemporary Art
Awards for 2017. We are so proud of Travis and
his incredible artistic achievements. We wish
him well as he prepares to undertake a
semester of university studies in the United
States. All the best Trav!
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